Abstract. Given a domain Í2 c RN and a Borel function h: /
Let WXj>(íl), 1 < p < oo, denote the space of functions in Lp(ü) whose first order distribution derivatives belong to Lp(Q). The standard norm in this space is ll«lk,w> -IMk«»+ 2 ||A«||Mq). « e w"(0), (1.2) q=\ where Dxu, . . ., DNu denote the first order distribution derivatives of u with respect to some coordinate system in RN.
Suppose that ß is bounded and satisfies the cone condition. If n is locally Lipschitz and if the first order partial derivatives of h satisfy a.e. in Rm polynomial growth conditions, then Th maps WXjl(ß)m into WXr(Q), where 1 < r < p < oo and the relation between p and r depends on the order of the polynomials in the growth conditions. Furthermore, this mapping is bounded. This result, in a somewhat different form, was obtained in [5] . For m = 1 the result was previously obtained by Stampacchia [9] when h is uniformly Lipschitz and by Serrín in the general case. Serrin's result also shows that D¡(Thu) can be computed by the standard chain rule. (For details see [4] .)
The question whether the above mentioned conditions are also necessary in order that Th should map WXj)(Q)m into Wx r(0) proved to be considerably more difficult and it remained open for several years. The main purpose of the present paper is to provide an affirmative answer to this question. To achieve this result we first consider a related problem for superposition operators which map Sobolev spaces into Lebesgue spaces.
Let g: Rm X RmN -> R be a Borel function and let Sg: Wxxf(tt)m -> 911(0) be the mapping defined by Sgu = g(ux, ...,um, Dxux" ..., DNux, ..., Dxum, ..., DNum) (1.3) where u = (ux, ..., um). We show that if Sg maps WXj)(Q)m into Lr(0), 1 < r < p < oo, then g must satisfy certain polynomial growth conditions depending onp and r. For instance, if p < N the condition is | g(t r,)\ < const(l + |||íA + \v\p/r), with q = Np/ (N -p),
for every tj in R^, for a.e. | in Rm. This result leads almost directly to the necessity of the conditions on n when m = 1. This is due to the fact that, when m = 1, the chain rule for D¡(Thu) is available. When m > 1 the chain rule for D¡(Thu) does not hold in general. In this case the necessity of the conditions on n is established by combining the result already proved for m = 1 with the result concerning the mapping Sg for m > 1. Results similar to those described above hold also in the case where 0 is unbounded. In this case the conditions are stronger than in the case of bounded domains.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In §2 we state the main results in the case of bounded domains. §3 and §4 (together with an appendix) are devoted to the development of auxiliary results. The main result for the mapping Sg is proved in §5 and for the mapping Th in §6 and §7. The parallel results in the case of unbounded domains are presented in §8. Finally in §9 and §10 we discuss some additional results and open questions related to the mappings Sg and Th.
The first result concerns superposition mappings of the type (1.1). Theorem 1. Suppose that 0 is bounded. Let h: Rm -* R be a Borel function and let p, r be two numbers such that 1 < r < p < N. Then Th maps Wx "(0)m into Wx r(0) if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) h is locally Lipschitz in Rm.
(ii) The first order partial derivatives of h satisfy the inequality < aoO +1{|") a.e. in Rm, i = 1, . . . , m, for every -q in A^ and a.e. £ in Rm such that ||| < M. Again, the exceptional null set in Rm may vary with rj.
-(0 ai, w ifp < N If a function g satisfies (2.3) or (2.4) everywhere in Rm X RmN, then (in view of the Sobolev imbedding theorem) Sg maps WXj,(U)m into Lr(0) for the appropriate values of p and r. Therefore if g is continuous the conditions described in Theorem 2 are necessary and sufficient for Sg to map WXj!(ü)m into L,(0). However the assumption of continuity can be replaced by various weaker assumptions. Results of this type will be discussed in §9.
Results similar to those stated above hold also in the case where 0 is unbounded. These will be presented in §8. 3 . Construction of a class of elementary functions. The proof of Theorems 1 and 2 calls for the construction of functions in WXj>(ü¡) according to a given set of specifications. One of the requirements is that the gradient of the function should attain a prescribed sequence of values on sets of prescribed measure and at the same time the values of the function should he within a given range in each of these sets. In the construction of these functions we use certain piecewise linear functions which we describe below. Here ¡iN denotes N-dimensional Lebesgue measure and aN is a constant which depends only on N.
Proof. Let b = 0/2VÑ and let T be a cube in RN of side length b such that one of its vertices (say P) lies in the half space z ■ x > 0, the N vertices nearest to P lie in the hyperplane z ■ x = 0 and one of these vertices is at the origin. Let T = In {z ■ x > 0} and define a function w0 in T as follows:
Note that nN(T')/¡xN(T) depends only on N. Let P' be that vertex of T for which PP' is one of the main diagonals of T. Let U be a closed cube of side 2b such that U d T, the sides of U are parallel to those of T and P' is a vertex of U. We extend w0 to U by N successive reflexions. In order to describe these reflexions we use a set of coordinates (3c,, ... , xN) whose origin is at P' and with respect to which T = [x: 0 < x¡ < b, i = 1, . . . , A}. Let T* be the image of T by reflexion with respect to xx = b and set Tx = Tu T*. We extend w0 to Tx by reflexion with License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use respect to xx = b. Let k be an integer, 1 < k < A, and set Tk = {x: 0 < x, < 2b for / = 1, . . . , k and 0 < x, < b for / = k + 1, . . ., A}.
If k < N, denote by T£ the image of Tk by reflexion with respect to xk+x = b. Then Tk+X = Tk u 7£. Assuming that w0 is defined in Tk we extend it to Tk+X by reflexion with respect to xk+x = b. Thus after A steps we obtain an extension of w0 to the entire cube U.
Next let V be a cube whose sides are parallel to the axes (*,, . . . , xN), whose center is at the center of U and whose side length is 2\TÑb. We extend vv0 to V by setting w0 = 0 in V \ U. Let B be the largest ball contained in T and let F' be the cube inscribed in B whose sides are parallel to the axes. Then pN(F')/bN depends only on A. Finally, let x° be the center of V and set w(x) = w0(x + x°)for every x in Ea = -x0 + V. Clearly the function w satisfies all the assumptions of the lemma. In particular (iii) holds with respect to the cube F = -x0 + F'.
We shall often use a variant of Lemma 1 which, for purposes of reference, we shall state separately.
Lemma 2. Let zx, . . ., zm E RN, z' ¥= 0 (i = I, . . . , m), and let a be a positive number. Then there exist piecewise linear functions wx, . . . ,wm in Ea such that w¡ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 with z = z' but with F independent of i such that
Proof. Let wx be as in Lemma 1 with z = zx. Let Fx be the cube mentioned in (iii) where Vwx = z1. Let xl be the center of Fx and ax its side length. Denote by w2 the function described in Lemma 1 when o = o, and z = z2, and define w2 in Ea as follows:
Proceeding in this manner we obtain functions wx,. . ., wm and cubes is locally integrable in RN. Using this fact we shall show that for every tj in RmN, the function £-»g(£, tj) is locally integrable in £° + AL, (with respect to k(r¡)-dimensional Hausdorff measure) for every fixed £° in Rm.
Let us assume (as we may) that the first k(r¡) columns of A(j¡) are linearly independent. We assume of course that tj t^ 0 so that k(i\) > 0. Set where %k denotes ^-dimensional Hausdroff measure and Jk(B(r¡)) is the square root of the sum of the squares of the A: X A: minors of B(r¡). By our choice of f the right-hand side of (4.2) is finite for every bounded E. Therefore g(-, tj) is locally integrable with respect to %k in |° + M . From the last assertion we deduce (again using (4.2)) that /(• ; Io, tj) restricted to Trk(Ç) is locally integrable for every f in RN-k.
Given tj =£ 0 in A^ we denote by P(tj) the set of points {£} in Rm such that £ is a (regular) Lebesgue point of the function g(-, tj) restricted to £ + Mv, with respect to the measure %k(yiy Some properties of P(rj) will be needed in the next section. These properties are the subject of the following two lemmas. Lemma 3. P(tj) is a set of total measure in Rm, i.e. its complement is a Lebesgue null set. We defer the proof of Lemma 3 to the appendix where it will be presented in a slightly more general form. Here we turn to Proof of Lemma 4. As before we may assume that rank A(r¡) = rank P(tj) = k. In this proof we shall use the notations previously introduced in this section. Now let us consider the case k = N. U E E &c(x') then E* = U0(E) E %■(£'), where c' is a positive number depending only on c and tj. Indeed, if E is contained in a ball of radius r around x' then (in view of (4.3)) the set E* is contained in a ball of radius |Tj|r around £'. From this and (4.4) it follows that E* E %(%) if we choose, for instance, c' = Jn(B(t\))c\i\\~N. 5. Proof of Theorem 2. First we note that it is sufficient to prove the theorem in the case where g > 0 and r = 1. The result in the general case will follow immediately from this by considering the function g = \g\l/r. Secondly, we may assume that 0 is the unit cube {x E RN: 0 < x, < 1}. Indeed, if Sg maps WXj>(ß) into Lr(0) for some domain 0 in RN, then (i) Sg maps WXj,(Ü')m -» Lr(0') for any bounded domain 0' contained in 0, whose boundary is Lipschitz;
(ii) Sg maps WXj,(Û)m -» Lr(Ô), where Ô is the image of 0 by a translation. The first of these statements follows from the fact that any function in 1^,^(0') can be extended to a function in WXj,(RN). The second statement is obvious.
Therefore in this section we shall consider Theorem 2 when g > 0, r = 1 and 0 is the unit cube mentioned before.
Let P(tj) be defined as in §4 and let M be a positive number. Set Note that, in view of (5.5) and (5.6), 2" 8" < {.
By assumption |" G P(rj"). Therefore, by Lemma 4, x = 0 is a Lebesgue point of the function /(•; £", tj") defined in (4.1). Hence, for every c > 0 there exists a positive p" such that pN(B)~x f /(•;€", î»-Vftv > *(í", Tj")/2, (5.8)
■'s for every cube P in A^, such that nN(B) < p^ and the distance between B and the origin is not larger than c[iN(B)x/N. In the sequel p" will correspond to c = VÂ a^m/N, where aN is the constant appearing in (3.1) and (3.2) .
Let an be the largest number of the form 8n/2j, j = 1,2, ... , such that on < pn. Let {vin}™=x be a set of functions in E* = {x: \x¡\ < on/2, i = (5.14)
For the second inequality we used (5.10). Let y" be the point (rn, {,..., \) E RN, where t" = 2 2""1 8k + 8n> n = 1,2, ... , and set D" = y" + £>". Clearly, the interiors of the cubes Dn are disjoint and (in view of the fact that 2 Sj° S" < 1) Dn c Ô, n = 1, 2,-Now, we define m functions wx, . . . , wm in 0 as follows:
We claim that and wi(x) = wi,n(x -y") iriD",n = 1,2, /. |Vw,f dpN < const^"»'* + 9") (i = 1,. . ., m; n = 1,2, . . . ).
Hence, by (5.6) J \Vw,f d¡iN < constí f Of-py» + f Ö" j < oo, i -1,.
This implies (5.16),. 
Let p", o" and vin be as in Case I with 8n = a~x. Set J" = {x: 0 < xx < 8", 0 < x, < 1, / = 2, . . . , A }, /" = {x: 0 < xx < 8n, 0 < x,. < k", i = 2, . . ., A}, where k" is the largest integral multiple of an such that k" < 1. Note that, since on < \, we have k" > \.
Let {•/"_"}*"_! be a family of cubes whose interiors are disjoint such that the union of the cubes equals Jn and each cube Jnv is a translate of A*. Denote by x" the center of the cube /" . Now we define in Jn functions «,",..., umn as follows: 6. Proof of Theorem 1; the necessity of the conditions. We start with the case m = 1. Thus n: R -^ R is a Borel function such that Th maps WXj,(ß) into Wx r(0). Without loss of generality we may assume that 0 is the unit cube {x: 0 < x, < 1, / = 1, . . . , A}. From (6.1), (6.3) we deduce that h* is locally essentially bounded and hence that n is locally Lipschitz in R. In view of (6.10) a is finite. We define a curve £ = £(/), 0 < t < a, as follows.
«o = {-+ ((/ -«")/ («n+, -«n))(r+1 -r),
' e[a", an+1],n = 1,2, Ê(«) = Io. Since u belongs to WXj)(ß)m, it is equivalent to a function u* such that, for a.e. line t parallel to one of the axes in A^, u*|TnS is l.a.c. Furthermore 8u*/9x, (the partial derivative in the classical sense) exists a.e. in 0 and is equivalent to the corresponding distribution derivative of u,j = 1, . . ., m (see [7, §3.1] ). Without loss of generality we may assume that u is identical with u*. Then the function h ° u, which by assumption belongs to Wx?r(0), is continuous in t n 0 for a.e. line t parallel to one of the axes. (Recall that n is continuous.) It follows from this that n ° u is Lax. in t n 0 for a.e. t as above. Now, if x° is a point in 0 such that u(x°) G B and such that 9u/9xy exists at x° then 9 (h ° u)/9xy exists at x° and Hence, by (6.11), Sg(u) = |V(n ° u)| a.e. in B* = {x E 0: u(x) G B} and Sg(u) = 0 in 0 \ B*. Since h ° u G Wu(ti), this implies that Sg(u) E Lf(0). Suppose that 1 < r < p < N. By Theorem 2, (6.12) implies that g satisfies By (6.13) and (6.14) the partial derivatives 9n/9£, (i = I, . . ., m) are locally essentially bounded in Rm. This, together with the fact that n is continuous in A^, and locally Lipschitz on every line parallel to one of the axes, implies that n is locally Lipschitz in Am. This completes the proof of the necessity part of Theorem 1.
Clearly, |£(r) -£(r')| < \t -t'\ for every t, t' in [0, a]. Therefore the function h given by h(t) = n(|(/)) is
7. Proof of Theorem 1; the sufficiency of the conditions.. The sufficiency of the conditions of Theorem 1 could be derived from [5, Theorems 2.1 and 3.3] in which a much more general situation was considered. However in order to apply the results of [5] directly to our case we would have to assume that the inequality in (2.1) holds at every point where 9n/9£, exists. An examination of the arguments in [5] shows that, in the present case, this stronger condition can be replaced by (2.1). However, for the convenience of the reader we shall present here a simple, independent proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1. Let t be a line parallel to the x,-axis such that u|TnQ is l.a.c. and let x, x' be two points in t n 0. Since \h » u(x) -h « u(x')| < bM\u(x) -u(x')|, dividing by |x -x'| and letting x' tend to x we obtain |9 (n ° u)/9x,| < bM\du/dx¿\ u,-a.e. on t n 0. Next we consider the case where 1 < r < p < A. Let Zk (k = 1, . . . , m) be the family of lines {t} in Rm, parallel to the £k axis, such that (2.1) holds jti,-a.e. on t. The projection of Zk on the hyperplane £k = 0 is a set of total measure (with respect to /!>"_,) in this hyperplane.
Given two points £, £' in Rm we shall say that they are connected through Z" . . where the constant depends on 0. In view of the fact that A ° u G ^(0), (7.6) and (7.7) imply that A ° u G W, r(0) and II« ° «IIPMO) < const(l + ||u||^(u)). (7.8) This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
8. The case of unbounded domains. Let 0 be an unbounded domain in RN satisfying the cone condition. Then we have the following result, parallel to Theorems 1 and 2. We shall start with the proof of Theorem 4, in which we use the result of Theorem 2. Then, using Theorems 1 and 4, we shall prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 4. Without loss of generality we shall assume that g > 0 and r = 1. As in the proof of Theorem 2 we shall show that: We shall show that (8.6) and (8.7) lead to a contradiction. But first some general remarks. By considering a subsequence of {(£", rj")} if necessary, we may assume that 2 «T' < »o and 2 (HT +h"
Since 0 is unbounded and satisfies the cone condition, it follows that there exists an infinite family â of disjoint closed cubes of equal volume such that each cube is contained in 0 and its sides are parallel to the axes. We shall denote by 2X the side length of these cubes. Now we shall consider two cases in each of which we shall show that (8.6) and (8.7) lead to a contradiction to the assumptions of the theorem. The conclusion of the theorem will follow directly from these results.
Case (a). Suppose that there exists a positive ß such that g(t", tj") = a"(|rf + |n"f) < ß, n = 1, 2, . ... (8.9) In view of (8.7) it is clear that g(Tj", tj") =£ 0 for sufficiently large n; we may assume that g(£", tj") ¥= 0 for all n. Let To complete the proof of the theorem we note that the sequence {(£", tj")} must contain a subsequence for which either (8.9) or (8.14) holds. Therefore (8.6) and (8.7) are incompatible with the assumption that S? maps WXj,(ü)m into 7,(0).This establishes (8.5), and (8.5)2 and hence (8.3) and (8.4).
Finally, since 0 is unbounded and satisfies the cone condition it has infinite measure. Therefore the fact that g vanishes for (£, tj) = (0, 0) is obvious; otherwise Sg(0, . . . , 0) would not belong to 7,(0). Hence (considering the cases |£| < 1 and |£| > 1 separately) one obtains (8.1) by a simple calculation. The sufficiency of the conditions stated in the theorem and inequality (8.2) can be verified by the same arguments that were used in the proof of Theorem 1 ( §7). 9 . Further remarks and open questions. In this section we shall discuss two additional problems related to the mappings Sg and Th, for which only partial results are available. For simplicity we shall consider only the case where 0 is a bounded domain in RN satisfying the cone condition.
The first problem is to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions in order that Sg map WXj}(Q)m into Lr(0). Theorem 2 provides necessary conditions. However, when m > 1, these conditions are obviously not sufficient because of the exceptional sets where the inequalities (2.3) or (2.4) may fail. We describe below several results which may help to clarify the problem stated above. But first a definition.
Given a measurable set B in Rm we shall say that it is a null projection set if the projection of B on each of the coordinate axes is a u,-null set. We conjecture that the result of Theorem 7 holds without the assumption that g is continuous with respect to tj. At present we have established this conjecture in the case N -1. However the proof is rather lengthy and we shall not present it here.
The second problem that we wish to mention is that of the continuity of the mapping Th. It is known that if A G CX(R",) and A satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 then Th: WXj,(ü)m -» WXj,(Q) is continuous. However, if m -1, the assumption that A G Cx(Rm) is not necessary. Indeed, in [6] we showed that, if m = 1, Th is a continuous mapping of 1^,^(0) into Wx r(0) whenever A satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. The question of whether this result is valid when m > 1 is still unresolved.
10. An additional result concerning the mapping Th. In this section we consider superposition mappings of the type (1.1) where A depends also on the space variable x. As before we shall assume that 0 is a domain in RN satisfying the cone condition.
Let A be a real function on 0 X Rm and set Using this fact, together with Sobolev's imbedding theorem, we conclude that the lemma is valid also for unbounded domains satisfying the cone condition, provided that A(x, 0) = 0 a.e. in 0.
The lemma is essentially a consequence of [5, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1] (for the case 1 < r < p < oo) and [5, Theorem 3.1] (for the case r = p = 1). However some details in conditions (iii), (iv) (or(iii)', (iv)') do not formally fit in the general framework of [5] ; therefore a few comments are in order. In these comments we shall refer to Theorem 2.1 of [5] which deals with the case 1 < r < p < oo; but they apply equally well to Theorem 3.1 of [5] which deals with the case r = p = 1.
Conditions (i) and (ii) of the lemma are stronger than the parallel conditions in [5, Theorem 2.1]. However condition (iii) (resp. (iv)) is weaker in some respect than the parallel condition I (resp. II) of [5, Theorem 2.1].
In (iii) we require that the inequality holds for every ¿ in a countable dense set in Rm, while in I it is required that the parallel inequality holds for every £ in Rm. An examination of the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [5] reveals that condition I was used, first in order to show that A(-, ¿) G WXr(ß) for every £ in Rm (a fact which we assume in the lemma), and secondly in order to obtain an estimate for |A(x', £) -A(x", |)|, namely inequality (2.19) of [5] . However, for the second application, condition I was used only with respect to a dense countable set in Rm, as we assume here in condition (iii).
In (iv) we require that the inequality holds (for a.e. x in 0) a.e. in Rm, while in II it is required that the parallel inequality holds (for a.e. x in 0) at every point £ where 9A/9|, exists. In the proof of Theorem 2. by the same argument that was used in §7 to prove inequality (7.5).
We note that inequalities (10.6) and (10. Finally, if p > N or p > 1 and A = 1, suppose that for every a > 0 there exist sequences {fna} and {fta} as before such that (with {0"} as before) A satisfies conditions (iii)', (iv)' in every set 0" with fa,ft replaced by f"ya,fta. Suppose also that condition (A) holds.
Then Th maps WXj>(il)m into Wx r(0) and the mapping is bounded.
It is known that, if r > 1 and the set 0 \ 0' is (1, r) polar and (1, r') polar, then condition (A) holds (see e.g. [3, p. 22] Since this equality holds for a.e. x" in RN_kit follows that Q \ P is a null set and hence that P is measurable.
